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5G-Courses.com – An online, self-paced courses on 5G and 

cutting edge technologies. 



5G Core Network in-depth (8-16h)

5G NR Air Interface in-depth (16h)

5G Strategy (8h) Blockchain – Principles and 
Industrial Applications (8h)

V2X communication in 5G (8h)

Massive MIMO and Beamforming 
in 5G (8-16h) 5G Security (8h)

Advanced & Extensive

Private and Enterprise 
Mobile Networks

(8h)

Proficiency Map for 5G Courses

A Primer on 5G (2h) 5G Engineering (16h) Network Fundamentals (12h)

Wireless Fundamentals (12h)

Basic & Working

Internet of Things in 5G (14h)

Foundation /  pre-5G



A Primer on 5G

What is this course not about?
This course is technical, but it is not overly technical. That is, we won’t go into the last bit of detail when it comes to architectures, protocols, etc.

What is this course about?
This course covers the Why?, How? and Now What? of 5G in sufficient depth so that you are able to understand the amazing features of 5G and how it will transform your 
business. 

The course will give you the necessary understanding of a complex but truly exciting ecosystem.

“Formal” Learning Outcomes

• develop a solid understanding of the 5G ecosystem 
• be aware of the 5G tech and standards roadmap
• appreciation of the pros & cons of 5G tech
• in-depth knowledge of 5G capabilities 
• able to identify exciting use cases for which 5G matters
• have a good understanding of business models/thinking



A Primer on 5G - Outline

LTE Advanced Pro

Prelude
• show and explain working 5G system @ King's
• explain the emotional Berlin - London 5G concert (+ Times coverage)

1. Setting The Scene
Activity #1: Key Performance Indicators
Activity #2: Technical Enablers
Activity #3: Standardisation
• general telco trends
• 5G requirements & KPIs
• spectrum overview
• tech high level overview
• standards bodies
• how 3GPP works

2. 5G Technologies
Activity #1: 5G Spectrum
Activity #2: New 5G Technologies
Activity #3: Unified Air Interface
Activity #4: 5G Access Network
Activity #5: 5G Core & Architecture
• 3GPP spectrum view & management approach
• PHY Numerologies
• Coding & modulation
• new PHY techniques (mmwave, MMIMO)
• access network
• core network
• NFV, SDN & Virtualization

3. Trials and Use cases (& Business Case)
• business case
• typical deployment scenarios & migration paths
• some more use case discussions
• trial examples we and others (tbc) did
• finish with concert video again, and slide on Internet of Skills (the big 

picture)



Trainer

Mischa Dohler is full Professor in Wireless Communications at King’s College London,
driving cross-disciplinary research and innovation in technology, sciences and arts. He is
a Fellow of the IEEE, the Royal Academy of Engineering, the Royal Society of Arts (RSA),
the Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET); and a Distinguished Member of
Harvard Square Leaders Excellence. He is a serial entrepreneur; composer & pianist
with 5 albums on Spotify/iTunes; and fluent in 6 languages. He acts as policy advisor on
issues related to digital, skills and education. He has had ample coverage by national
and international press and media.

He is a frequent keynote, panel and tutorial speaker, and has received numerous
awards. He has pioneered several research fields, contributed to numerous wireless
broadband, IoT/M2M and cyber security standards, holds a dozen patents, organized
and chaired numerous conferences, was the Editor-in-Chief of two journals, has more
than 200 highly-cited publications, and authored several books.

He was the Director of the Centre for Telecommunications Research at King’s from
2014-2018. He is the Cofounder of the Smart Cities pioneering company Worldsensing,
where he was the CTO from 2008-2014. He also worked as a Senior Researcher at
Orange/France Telecom from 2005-2008.

Prof. Mischa Dohler

Professor King's College London
Fellow IEEE REng RSA
Cofounder Worldsensing



5G Engineering (2-day, online self-paced or onsite)

LTE Advanced Pro

Session 1: 5G Introduction 
• 5G Overview
• 5G-Private Public 

Partnership
• 5G High Level 

Requirements
• NGMN and 5G Framework
• 5G Technologies and 

Spectrum Overview
• Chapter Recap

Session 2:  Variety of 5G Use Cases 
• Use Cases Overview
• IMT-2020 and METIS-II Use Cases
• NGMN: 5G Whitepaper Use Cases
• 3GPP: SMARTER Use Cases
• 3GPP: 5G System Requirements
• 5G Use Case Examples Technical Enablers
• 5G Use Case Examples: Fixed Wireless 

Access (FWA) 
• 5G Use Cases – Chapter Recap

Session 3: Standardization Progress Towards 5G 
• 3GPP Structure and Nomenclature
• 3GPP Standardization Process
• 3GPP 5G Introduction
• 3GPP 5G Studies – NR
• 3GPP 5G Studies – NG RAN & Architecture
• Standardization of Evolved LTE: Intro
• LTE-Advanced Pro: NB-IoT
• LTE-Advanced Pro: Evolved MIMO
• LTE-Advanced Pro: Licensed Assisted Access
• LTE-Advanced Pro: LTE-WiFi Aggregation
• LTE-Advanced Pro: Device-to-Device
• LTE-Advanced Pro: Vehicular-to-X
• LTE-Advanced Pro: Enhanced Mobility
• 5G Standardization – Chapter Recap

Session 4: 5G Air Interface Overview
• 5G Spectrum Framework
• 5G PHY Technologies: Waveforms
• 5G Multiple-Access Schemes
• 5G Novel RRC-State Machine
• 5G PHY Technologies: Coding schemes
• 5G PHY Technologies: Dynamic TDD
• 5G Unified Air Interface Concept
• 5G Radio Frame – Numerology, Slots, DL/UL Configuration, 

Resource Blocks & Sync Signal Block*
• 5G NR PHY Layer DL and UL Processing*
• 5G PHY Technologies: mmWave
• 5G PHY Technologies: Massive MIMO and Dynamic 

Beamforming
• 5G Air Interface – Chapter Recap

Session 5: Software-Defined 5G Architecture 
• Network Evolution Towards 5G System
• Flexible and Software-Based Network
• Network Slicing
• 5G UDN, UCN and Multi-Connectivity
• 5G Device-to- Device and Vehicular Communications
• 5G System Architecture by 3GPP
• 5G QoS Framework
• 5G Deployment Aspects
• 5G RAN Flexible Function Splitting
• 5G Interworking and Roaming – Architectures and Procedures*
• 5G Architecture – Chapter Recap

*Available within next update



Trainer

Emil Olbrich is currently President at PrimeLime, Trainer at 5G-Courses.com and also VP
of Networks with Signals Research Group. Prior to this he was head of LTE research,
development, test and evaluation for the Public Safety Communications Research
Program where he deployed the first and most diverse Public Safety 700 MHz LTE test
lab in the world with over 70 participating vendors and commercial carriers. He was
responsible for the specifying, deploying and maintaining the entire ecosystem of LTE
which included devices, air interface, transport, radio access network, evolved packet
core, IP networking, IMS core and application servers. He also led the team efforts,
which include standards work, test case development and test case execution.

Mr. Olbrich has over 20 years of experience in the field of wireless telecommunications.
He has worked primarily in R&D at some of the largest telecommunication companies in
the world – such as Motorola, Qualcomm and Ericsson. His scope of work includes
deploying and operating LTE infrastructure (RAN, EPC and IMS) from numerous Tier 1
vendors; testing new LTE mobile devices from multiple suppliers; testing, deploying and
operating some of the first commercial CDMA networks; serving as Lead Project
engineer for the 2002 Salt Lake City Winter Olympics and as the Project Manager for
the China Ministry of Information Industry 3G testing in China; and supporting the early
development of HDR (EV-DO and EV-DO Rev A).

Emil Olbrich

VP of Networks with Signals Research Group
President, PrimeLime

Former Head of LTE Research, Development,
Testing & Evaluation
NIST



Internet of Things in 5G (2-day online self-paced)

Session 1: An introduction to IoT 
• Debugging the IoT
• Today’s IoT Challenges
• IoT Recommendations
• Business Case of IoT
• IoT Applications

Session 2: Standards and Regulation
• Basics in Wireless Communications
• IoT Tech Overview
• Pros & Cons of Wireless IoT Technologies
• Wireless Short-Range Technologies
• Low-Power Wider Area Network Technologies
• Overview of Cellular IoT Technologies
• Regulation and Trends

Session 3: The 3GPP Connectivity Family
• Introduction to 3GPP
• IoT in 3GPP
• EC-GSM
• LTE-M
• NB-IoT
• 3GPP System Design
• Tech Comparison

Session 4: Data, Platforms and Privacy 
• IoT Big Data
• Service Architectures
• IoT Data Platforms
• E-to-E Security
• Privacy and Trust
• EU Data Protection
• IoT Data Forecast

Session 5: Markets and Business Models 
• Market Overview
• Application Deep-Dive
• Business Models
• IoT Entrepreneurship

Session 6: Selected Case Studies 
• B2C vs B2B
• Smart Parking
• Smart Infrastructures
• Smart Fields



Trainer

Mischa Dohler is full Professor in Wireless Communications at King’s College London,
driving cross-disciplinary research and innovation in technology, sciences and arts. He is
a Fellow of the IEEE, the Royal Academy of Engineering, the Royal Society of Arts (RSA),
the Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET); and a Distinguished Member of
Harvard Square Leaders Excellence. He is a serial entrepreneur; composer & pianist
with 5 albums on Spotify/iTunes; and fluent in 6 languages. He acts as policy advisor on
issues related to digital, skills and education. He has had ample coverage by national
and international press and media.

He is a frequent keynote, panel and tutorial speaker, and has received numerous
awards. He has pioneered several research fields, contributed to numerous wireless
broadband, IoT/M2M and cyber security standards, holds a dozen patents, organized
and chaired numerous conferences, was the Editor-in-Chief of two journals, has more
than 200 highly-cited publications, and authored several books.

He was the Director of the Centre for Telecommunications Research at King’s from
2014-2018. He is the Cofounder of the Smart Cities pioneering company Worldsensing,
where he was the CTO from 2008-2014. He also worked as a Senior Researcher at
Orange/France Telecom from 2005-2008.

Prof. Mischa Dohler

Professor King's College London
Fellow IEEE REng RSA
Cofounder Worldsensing



5G NR Air Interface -
Understanding Protocols and Design Principles
(1/3) (2-day, avail. in January’19, online self-paced or onsite) 

LTE Advanced Pro

1. 5G Requirements and Standardization.
• IMT-2020/5G Requirements
• 3GPP Standardization Process and Time Lines
• Preview of Key Design Principles and Features in NR

This course provides an in-depth description of 5G New Radio (NR) technology as defined by 3GPP standards and specification. The content and flow are structured
to introduce NR air interface with focus on technical design principles and their impacts on performance and deployments. Starting with brief background on 5G
requirement, standardization landscape and roadmap the course presents the system, 5G RAN and Core, architecture and protocol structure. The discussion is then
followed by detailed description pf physical layer including time and frequency resource structure, channelization, scheduling, transmission protocols. The course
also presents the step by step process followed by a UE from downlink synchronization to uplink access and operation in connected mode under power saving,
mobility and beam management. Given NR has the same technical foundation as LTE and is excepted to co-deploy with LTE for many years the course also
opportunistically makes comparisons with LTE system. The contents of this course are kept up to date with evolution of standards and may be adjusted to best reflect
the state of NR technology.

2. Super Quick Review of LTE
• E-UTRAN/EPC Architecture and Protocol Architecture
• Frame Structure, Physical Channels and Signals 
• Resource allocation and Transmission Protocols 
• System Access and Mobility Management 
• Carrier Aggregation and Dual Connectivity 
• LTE Roadmap to LTE-Advanced (Pro)

4. NR Air Interface Protocol Layers:
• Overview of Control and User Plane Protocols
• SDAP and QoS Handling
• PDCP and Packet Duplication
• RLC and MAC Functions
• RRC Functions
• NAS Signaling
• Review Discussion and Comparison with LTE

3. 5G RAN and 5G Core Network Architecture 
• 5GC/RAN Overview
• Overview of key Network Functions and Interfaces
• 5G RAN Functions and Internal Architecture
• 5G Co-deployment and Migration Options
• Review Discussion and Comparison with LTE



5G NR Air Interface (2/3)

LTE Advanced Pro

6. NR Physical Channels
• Overview Logical, Transport and Physical Channels
• BCH and Synchronization Signal Block (SSB)
• PDCCH Structure and Use Cases

• Control Resource Sets 
• Common and UE Specific Search Spaces
• RNTI Types and DCI Use Cases

• PUCCH Structure and Formats
• Random Access Channel Structure and Preamble Types (PRACH)
• Physical Downlink and Uplink Shared Channels (PDSCH/PUSCH)
• Modulation, Channel Coding and Transport Channel Processing
• Review Discussion and Comparison with LTE

7. NR Physical Layer Signals
• DL and UL Demodulation Reference Signals (DMRS)

• Mapping Types
• Multi-port DMRS configuration Types
• Phase Tracking Reference Signals (PT-RS)

• Channel State Reference Signals (CSI-RS)
• Structure and Configuration
• Multiport CSI-RS
• Tracking Reference Signals (T-RS)

• Sounding Reference Signals (SRS) 
• SRS structure and Configuration
• Multi-port SRS

• Review Discussion and Comparison with LTE

5. NR Transmission’s Time and Frequency Structure
• Band Dependent Flexible Numerology 
• Unified Frame Structure (FDD/TDD/Unlicensed)
• Flexible Start times and Duration (Mini Slots and Slot Aggregation)
• Bandwidth Parts 
• Review Discussion and Comparison with LTE

8. Resource Allocation and Transmission Schemes
• Dynamic Resources Allocation Types
• HARQ Transmission Protocol and Feedback
• Dynamic DL Scheduling
• Dynamic UL Scheduling (SR/BSR/PHR) 
• Configured Grant/SPS Scheduling 
• Pre-emptive Scheduling
• Reserved Resources
• Overview of DCIs for DL and UL Allocation
• Power Control and Timing Alignment
• Review Discussion and Comparison with LTE



5G NR Air Interface (3/3)

9. Initial Synchronization and Access in NR
• NR RF scanning and Synchronization Grid
• Downlink Synchronization and Cell/Beam Sweeping
• System Information Types and Delivery 
• Beam selection, Uplink Synchronization and Random Access Procedure
• Review Discussion and Comparison with LTE

10. Power Saving and Mobility Management in NR
• Review of UE RRC States
• Idle State Mobility and CN Based Paging
• Inactive State Mobility and RAN Based Paging
• RRM Measurements and Connected State Mobility
• DRX Operation
• Review Discussions and Comparison with LTE 

11. Multi-Antenna Transmissions and Beam Management
• DL MIMO Operation 

• Examples DL MIMO Operations
• Single and Multi-Port Channel Sounding 
• CSI Feedback Types and Report Configuration

• UL MIMO Operation
• UL MIMO Precoding 
• Multi-Port SRS Configuration
• Code based & Non-Code Based UL MIMO

• Beam Management in NR
• Analog, Digital and Hybrid Beamforming
• Beam Establishment &  Change
• Beam Failure Detection and Recovery

• Review Discussion and Comparison with LTE

12. Spectrum, Multicarrier Operation and RF Requirement
• NR-LTE Co-deployment Considerations

• DL and UL sharing
• Dual Connectivity Issues
• Supplemental Uplink

• 5G/NR Spectrum Bands and Carrier Bandwidths 
• Overview of RF Requirements for BS and UE

13. Quick Preview of Key upcoming NR Features 
• NR in Unlicensed Band  (NRU)
• Integrated Access and Backhaul (IAB)
• NR for V2X 
• NR Positioning 
• Remote Interference Management (RIM)
• NR for Non-Terrestrial Networks (NTN)
• Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA)



Trainer

Technology Advisory and Leadership, Advanced Wireless Technology and 4G/5G
Standards Development, Standards and IP development and Patent Analysis. Advanced
Technology Training and consulting.

He is currently a senior technical advisor at Federal Communications Commission and
also a lecturer at the University of Maryland. Previously he has held leading positions as
director of technology standards at Intel Corporation, as executive technology consultant
with Sprint-Nextel and Vice President of Advanced technology and Strategy at WFI.

Numerous technical and strategic standards contributions, 90+ patents in 3G/4G wireless
technologies covering 3GPP LTE (Adv.), 5G, HSPA, WiFi, IEEE802.16/WiMAX,
CDMA2000/EV-DO.

Current research: Advanced Spectrum Sharing, 5G, Small Cell/HetNet Solutions, LTE-WFi
Integration, LTE-U/LAA, Multi-RAT Multi-Cell Cooperative Communication, Carrier
Aggregation, CoMP, D2D/M2M and Local Group Communications.

More than 20 years of experience in advanced technology training in academia and
telecom industry. Published 30+ technical papers in 3G/4G wireless communications and
signal processing and two well-received technical books on CDMA2000 and WiMAX
Evolution.

Dr Kamran Etemad
Senior Technology Advisor
FCC

Former R&D and Standards Director
Intel



5G Strategy (1-day, online self-paced, or onsite workshop)

LTE Advanced Pro

Session1: Introduction to the course - Which are the KEY strategic 
questions for 5G? 
• Overview of 5G Requirements and Spectrum
• 5G Standardization Process and Roadmap
• Overview of 5G NR System Architecture and Protocol Layers

Session 3: Strategic Framework for 5G – Where is the money? 
• Why 5G
• Who are the players
• Which are the value drivers
• Market strategies and barriers
• Competitive models and decision framework 
• 5G Use-Cases 

An introduction to the value of 5G and a guideline on how to synthesize successful 5G Network and Market Strategies.
Target Audience: Middle network and commercial  managers, executive decision makers,  IoT managers, 4.0 Industry leaders, regulators, and 
technology strategy consultants 

Session 2: 5G Overview - A short technical dive into 5G 
• 5G Vision 
• Bodies, Requirements, Capabilities
• How big is the opportunity
• Architecture and Enabling Technologies
• Spectrum overview
• 5G Use-Cases 

Session 4: 5G Global Status – What are the key players doing? 
• Service Providers
• Governments / Regulators 
• Industry Verticals

Session 5: 5G Business Models and Verticals – Set up to win! 
• Business Case elements (Revenue, Cost, Risk) 
• Business Model Framework 
• New value chains 
• How to play 



Trainer

Marios Nicolaou has 19 years experience in Telecom and Wireless strategy.
He was a manager at Lucent Technologies Bell Labs, and a Senior Director at
Alcatel-Lucent and Nokia Consulting. He is a pioneer on wireless strategy
focusing on how to balance network, market, spectrum, and device
strategies.

He worked with several Tier-1 operators Globally assisting them to take
informed decisions on the evolution of their networks as well as to
recalibrate their market strategies.

He holds a BSc in EE from the University of California Irvine and an MSc in
Management from the University of Southern California.

He authored journal and white-papers on the evolution of networks and has
presented at various conferences.

Marios Nicolaou 
5G Stratety Expert

Former Senior Director
Nokia



Private and Enterprise Mobile Networks
(WiFi vs Private LTE/5G on CBRS/licensed spectrum)
(1-day, online self-paced, avail. 24/7 or onsite) 1/2

This course covers technical, practical and business related aspects of private wireless networks in unlicensed and lightly licensed frequency bands. Radio

standards such as MulteFire, LAA, LWA and private LTE are described and compared with traditional standards (Wi-Fi) on a level that is easy to grasp.

The target audience for this course is decision makers, strategists, analysts, technicians, CxOs, ISPs, MNOs, MSOs, system integrators and anyone else who

wants to better understand the practical and technical differences between Wi-Fi and LTE or just get an overview of the business potential in private LTE

networks.

Session 1 – Unlicensed spectrum and the basic 

concepts
• The history of unlicensed

• Spectrum allocation example

• Spectrum and RF basics (EIRP, Antenna, Propagation

models, power control…)

• Future of unlicensed

• Potential market evolution

Session 2 –Unlicensed spectrum uncovered
• Traditional unlicenses business models

• WiFi Standardization

• CSMA/CA

• Carrier Sense based access – examples

• WiFi real-world capacity

• Wi-Fi QoS and trafic management

• Wi-Fi architectures and encription

• Mobility in Wi-Fi networks

• Wi-Fi deployment scenarios

• Residential Wi-Fi

• Multi-tenant residential WiFi

• Enterprise Wi-Fi

• High-Dense Wi-Fi

• IoT in unlincensed bands

• Wi-Fi Calling



Private and Enterprise Mobile Networks
(WiFi vs Private LTE/5G on CBRS/licensed spectrum)
(1-day, online self-paced, avail. 24/7 or onsite) 2/2

Session 3 – LTE in lightly licensed and unlicensed bands
• Trends in the mobile industry

• What is blocking indoors from taking off?

• Isn’t indoors already taken by WiFi? 

• Traditional Ways to solve indoor mobile coverage

• SNR Based Access

• WiFi vs LTE upling range comparison

• How are indor mobile networks designed today? 

• SINR based indoor designs

• Designs on undistributed dedicated spectrum

• Real-life example of a CBRS indor deployment

• User applications demanding QoS

• END to End QoS in LTE

• Evolution of LTE in lightly licenses and unlicensed bands

• Which spectruym will be used in Private LTE

• What is CBRS? 

• CBRS frequancy bands and SAS

Session 4– LTE in lightly licensed and unlicensed bands
• Main components in the LTE architecture and LTE base station

• The small cel vendor landscape

• How is Private LTE build and by whom? 

• Unlicenced based

• Private LTE and 5G

• What is MultiFire? 

• MultiFIre standardization and roadmap

• Standalone Private LTE Networks

• Private LTE integrated with macro layers

• Private LTE DIY models

• Operation & Maintanance and HW/NW ownership

• Private LTE Networks – GO To Market Models for MNOs and MSOs

• Challenges with Private LTE Networks



Trainer

Subject Matter Expert in the area where Wi-Fi meets cellular networks. 20 years theoretical, practical

and business related experience from all flavors of Wi-Fi, 3G/4G/5G, Bluetooth, LoRa, network

architectures, asset tracking, access networks, spectrum and regulatory questions, FWA, IP

networking, teaching and cultural interaction.

Oscar has always combined teaching and lecturing with practical work in labs and customer networks.

He is always striving to understand everything he works with in detail and he has worked with

everything from product development, system integration, mast climbing, troubleshooting, presales

management and course delivery in the area of LTE, Wi-Fi, Fixed Wireless Access (FWA), Internet of

Things, and Network Management Systems.

Oscar currently holds a position as IoT Solution Architect at Atea Innovation which is the leading IT

consultancy company in the Nordics. His day job is to help enterprises, municipalities and large

industry corporations to save time, money and environment with Internet of Things applications.

Oscar Bexell

IoT Solution Architect
Atea AB

Former RAN Solution Manager and
Senior Instructor, Ericsson AB



5G Core and Architecture (2-day, online self-paced or onsite)

LTE Advanced Pro

1. 5G Overview 
• Mobile Network evolution: from 2G to 5G
• 5G general requirements, KPIs and use cases
• 5G standardization time-plan and current state
• NaaS concept and NGMN 5G architecture
• 4G to 5G migration

3. 5G System Concepts
• Network Slicing, slice concept, slice instances, NSSAI, and 

RAN support for slicing
• Virtualization and NFV & MANO
• Softwarization and SDN
• Cloud and MEC
• Multi-Connectivity and Multi-RAT

This course discusses in detail the current state of the 5G standardization work in the system architecture and core network aspects. The course 
starts with the concept of 5G, and then go straight to the 5G system design and architecture aspects including NG-RAN and 5GC. Next, it focuses 
on the latter with the details on core network concepts, architecture, protocols, interfaces, procedures and interworking. 

2. 5G End-to-End System
• 5G System: NG-RAN and 5GC
• NG-RAN Architecture and Deployments
• NSA and SA 
• Tight interworking with LTE and dual connectivity options
• 5GC Architecture overview
• CP-UP Split

4. 5GC Detailed Architecture
• 5GC network functions (AMF, SMF, PCF, AUSF, UDM, UPF, NEF, NRF, NSSF), interfaces (N1, 

N2, N3, N4, etc.), protocol stacks and protocols
• Reference point-based architecture
• Service based architecture (SBA)
• QoS framework, bearers, 5QIs, 
• Registration areas

5. 5GC Design Details
• Network and UE identifiers in 5G network
• MM and SM state machines
• 5G procedures: registration, deregistration, service request, session management, handover
• Session and service continuity
• QoS handling (reflective and per-packet QoS)
• 5G procedures involving slicing
• 5G security architecture, mechanisms, keys and 5G-AKA

6. 5G Interworking 
• 5GC interworking with EPC: architecture and procedures (with and without N26 interface)
• WLAN access to 5G 5GC (N3IWF) including architectures and procedures
• 5G roaming: architecture and procedures



Blockchain
Principles and Industrial Applications - Outline
(1-day, online self-paced or onsite)

Session 1: Let’s clear confusion
• What is blockchain. Is it Bitcoin? Origins in Cryptocurrency
• Concepts of Blockchain Technology I : Blocks, Cryptography,
• Immutability, Consensus
• Concepts of Blockchain Technology II : Smart Contracts,
• Decentralization, Private and Public Blockchains
• Explosion of Blockchain Technology – How it disrupts society
• Dark side of Blockchain: Scams, Dark web

Session 2:  So, how does Blockchain fit in my Industry ?
• Blockchain Applicability Test – Is my Use Case relevant?
• Blockchain Stack: Protocols – Networks – Applications
• Ecosystems: Regulators, Investors, Managers, Developers, End-Users
• Decentralization in Industrial Operations
• Disruption vs Innovation: Definition of Disruptive Innovation

Session 4: Distributed Applications and Smart Contracts
• Storing Value on the Blockchain
• Distributed Applications and Patterns
• Business Applications disruption through Smart Contracts

Session 3: Blockchain in Value Transfer
• A short definition of value
• Cryptocurrencies
• Tokens
• Transactions and avoidance of double spending problem
• Storage and wallets
• Initial Coin Offerings (ICO)

Session 5: Digital Transformation and Blockchain
• Distributed Ledger Technologies – Beyond Blockchain
• Transformation in KYC processes
• Provenance Tracking
• Security in Blockchain

Session 6: Blockchain in 5G Applications
• Internet of Things
• Connected Cars
• Industry 4.0 and Automation
• Digitalization of Intellectual Property
• Telecommunications and Smart Contracts



Blockchain
Principles and Industrial Applications – Target Audience
(1-day, online self-paced or onsite)

Targer Audience of this Course: 
Management professionals who need to understand the anatomy of Blockchain Technology, understand the terminology, identify ecosystems and explore ideas that 
could radicalize the modus operandi of their organizations. Engineers who want to understand the building blocks of blockchain solutions and their options, before 
entering the dungeons of Solidity and Ethereum. Every one who wants to discover how blockchain will change our lives and avoid scams.

Roles

• Innovation Managers
• Account and Sales Managers
• Law Professionals
• Data Protection Officers
• IT Managers
• Product Managers
• CxO
• Business Owners/Shareholders
• Business Process Professionals
• Business Managers 
• Software Developers

Domains

• Manufacturing
• Finance (Banks, fintechs)
• Telecommunications
• IT
• Consulting (Big 4)
• Data Analytics
• IoT
• E-Government Solution Providers
• Regulatory Compliance
• Identity Management
• Transportation
• Automotive and Aerospace



Trainer

Stelios has a background of 20 years of success driving sales growth,
providing service delivery excellence, and ensuring profitability. Highly skilled
at identifying and defining strategies and conceiving and implementing
effective but flexible tactics, has worked for multinational firms in middle
management roles. He has worked for Intracom Telecom, Orange Business
Services, Alcatel-Lucent and Nokia.

He entered the blockchain space a few years ago, as a cryptocurrency miner
with mining equipment that he has designed. Since then he developed
hands-on experience with cryptos and protocols.

Earlier in 2018 Stelios has started-up a blockchain company that focuses on
the digital transformation of Small and Medium Enterprises with the use of
technologies such as Blockchain and Virtualization. His company is also
developing blockchain vertical solutions for the Energy Efficiency and
Industry 4.0 markets. Stelios is a member of the Hellenic Blockchain Hub,
interfaces with policymakers for matters related to the Regulation of
Blockchain based solutions and holds investments in Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash
and ZClassic cryptos.

Stelios Valtzis

Industry Blockchain Expert



Clients



The course has provided me a great amount of visibility on all the research
programs associated with 5G. It has covered all the existing standard
organization and the new ones that have been created for specific focus on 5G.
One of the highlights of the course is that it has given in-depth information on
related results/achievements.

Also, the 5G E2E network architecture aspects are very well explained with plenty
of call flows. Another highlight and a commendable aspect are all the associated
materials are of good quality.

The course content, quality, technical in-depth information and the
flow, of course, are far better than the courses that I have
attended in the past.

S.Sunil Kumar
GM – Technology Strategy and Architecture

Feedback from the client: „Towards 5G – Research and Standardization” Online Course

’’



Selected Assignments

Keysight Technologies, based in
Santa Rosa, CA, USA. Leader in Test
and Measurements for 5G and
defence.

5G-Courses.com to provide 5G and
IoT training programs as early as
late 2016. The contract is still valid
and collaboration is on the right
track.

Over 500+ People trained via online
courses.

2x Keynote Sessions during Keysight
5G Summit delivered by 5G-
Courses.com (San Francisco, Dec
2017).

Syniverse, HQ based in Tampa Fl, USA.
Leader in roaming services around the
globe.

5G-Courses.com has been selected as sole
and number one 5G training provider with
mixture of training delivery:
- online, self-paced learning programs for

entire organization (5000+ people)
- Online, instructore-led deep-dive

courses (200+ people)
- Onsite courses (20+ people)

Cisco, based in San Jose, CA, USA. Telco and
IT Solution provider.

5G-Courses.com has been selected as 5G
and IoT online training programs provider
for the enitre organization plus
consultation to CTO office.

The courses have been already taken by
1000+ of people with amazing feedback
given so far.

Our relationship continues and we agreed
on the next training programs to be
available for Cisco employees any time
soon.

Anrtsu, based in Texas, USA. Test and
Measurements Leader (Keysight
Technologies’s competitor).

5G-Courses.com has been selected
to provide 5G Training Content
Materials to equip Anritsu Sales and
Engineering Teams around the globe.

As part of the contract, 5G-
Courses.com is going to provide
updates and further insights on 5G
evolution, incl. 3GPP updates.



An interview with one of our Client

Roger Nichols, 5G Program Manager, Keysight

Q: What is the Next100 Program about? How is it important for Keysight?

Roger: "The Next100 Program is about a technology business training process to bring more people in Keysight up to speed about the wireless 

business in general and more specifically about 5G and the opportunities it has. Part of building that credibility is training the team so that they 

understand how to speak more the customer’s language and think about the proper ecosystem.

Q: How did you find the cooperation with 5G-Courses.com?

Roger: "There’s always a risk of dealing with a startup company. There’s a degree of unpredictability, a degree of issues with experience and even

infrastructure that may or may not exist. To some extent, though, that is a significant advantage. We actually found the 5G-Courses.com

flexibility was very easy to work with. They were extremely flexible in terms of how we were going to implement our system and deal with

licensing. They were also connected to the right people so that we had the right kind of trainers and the right kinds of subjects.

Q: Talking about trainers, what is your feedback about them?

Roger: „The trainers for mere were of significant value because they represent two things that I think are really critical. Number one is that both

trainers with whom I have the most direct experience were very experienced in the market itself. They had commercial experience as

entrepreneurs working for big companies as well as small companies very directly in the telecommunications industry. The second thing

that’s really important for a trainer to be good is an understanding of pedagogy and the process of learning. They use that to present material so

that it lands and finds a home in the brains of the learners in multiple ways. The high-caliber trainers we dealt with had both the experience and

pedagogical passion.”

Keysight Technologies

HQ: Santa Rosa, CA

Company Size: 10 000+



Recent Feedback

"The best 5G training course available nowadays! Great trainer, Great course, Great quality! The course presented by trainer

Emil Olbrich provides a huge amount of knowledge for 5G research and standardization in a very understandable way.

Perfectly structured and organized slides with the high quality of explanations. This course put us into deep dive to 5G

technology and provide deep understanding from Radio part (NR) to next-generation core (NGC). Fantastic explanation of use

cases, NR, RAN, Core architecture and interoperability between 4G(LTE/LTE-A/LTE-APro) and 5G. Highly recommend this

course!"

Nuriddin Gadoaliev, RF Engineer, Huawei

„Part of the advantage of working with 5G-Courses.com as a startup is that agile mentality. You can go

develop and iterate, but the key question is the go. We needed to start by offering some development,

some feedback, and make some changes.”

Leslie Camino-Markowitz, Director, Corporate Learning Development, Keysight

“Excellent use of my time. Perfect split between technology and its business applications.”

Florian Hartmann, Business Development Manager, Cisco



5G Air Interface
Unified Air Interface (UAI) and Scalable PHY Construction

Unified Radio Frame Framework – Lean Design

Limited always-on symbols (system broadcast, 
pilots, sync-signals)

Frequency
(subcarriers)

Time 
(TTIs, symbols)

Resource grid

Scalable 
subcarrier

spacing

Scalable symbol duration and CP length

Scalable TTI

Blank subcarrier

Blank subframe

Covering different environments, 
services (e.g. broadcast) and 

throughput requirements

Support for forward
compatibility (for future
services / features) and 

interference management

Support for different
environments and result from 

different subcarrier spacing

Lean design with 
in-bound signalling

Support variety of requirements
(e.g. long TTI-higher throughput, 

short TTI – low latency)

Reserved resources
for grant-free
transmission

Scheduled
data

Support for 
various multiple
access schemes

Sourced by: Qualcomm WP



5G PHY Techniques
Dynamic TDD and Self-Contained Subframe

LTE-based TDD frame 5G-proposed self-contained subframe

DL DL Sp UL UL DL Sbf Sbf Sbf Sbf Sbf Sbf

DL
Typical DL control
and data channels

SRS or PRACH
G
T

DL
DL / UL 
Grants and 
DL data

ACK 
and UL 
data

G
T

LTE-TDD and special subframe
• Special Subframe (Sp) used to allow to switch from DL/UL
• Only DL data channels in Sp, UL consists of only PHY signalling
• Sp is DL heavy
• TDD is only partly flexible – changing of the frame structure

for frame only and within the limits of the predefined
configurations

NR TDD and self-contained subframe (Sbf)
• Self-contained subframe (Sbf) can be DL or UL heavy
• Sbf consists of DL control channels and data for DL or UL, 

with a fast ACK in the same subframe
• Fully dynamic TDD: Very flexible configuration of the frame –

every frame can be DL or UL

More flexibility in subframe design for:
• Fast single interlace HARQ turnaround

for eMBB and traffic load adaptation
• Ultra-reliable and low latency HARQ 

turnaround for URLLC
• Fine granularity for beamforming

measurements for mmWave
Drive the enhancement towards self-
contained subframe design

U
L

U
L



5G PHY Techniques
Dynamic TDD and Self-Contained Subframe

DL
U
L

G
T

• Self-contained time unit to cover various configurations
• Common framework for DL and UL

DL subframe (DL-centric sbf)
Scheduling info, corresponding data and corresponding

ACK/NACK in the same subframe

UL subframe (UL-centric sbf)
Scheduling info and corresponding data in 

the same subframe

DL- and UL-centric configurations
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Fast-ACK
Fast-grant
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• Adaptive DL/UL config for flexible capacity allocation on a per-cell basis (different loading and traffic types)
• Integrated access and backhaul links for mmWave deploymentsDynamic TDD
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Synchronized DL-UL control channels: no 
DL-UL interference

Co-channel 
neighboring cells

Close-by users
served by two
different cells

Potential challenges with Sbf
• Implementation complexity at UE
• Reduced spectral efficiency due to 

increased overhead (GT in each
subframe)

• DL-UL interference issues when
different length TTIs are FDM’ed



5G PHY Techniques
Massive MIMO: Challenges

Narrow-beams required for 
mmWave

• To compensate high pathloss

• To suppress Doppler spread

• Fast change of the beam
needed when user is mobile

• Gain vs overhead tradeoff –
for coherence time assurance

RACH issue – find best beam

Mobility issue – fast 
reconfiguration of TRP / beam

• Periodic beam-sweeping needed –
overhead vs access time

• Different beam handling for access and 
transmission time

• Traffic steering functionality on a fast 
time scale – MAC level

• Measurements overhead (combination
of DL and UL measurements)

Feedback – update beam

• Exploit TDD – channel 
reciprocity – estimate DL based
on UL

Find
matched

beams

Switch 
beams

fast

Update 
beam



5G PHY Techniques
Beamforming Operation

RACH

Synchronization signals & broadcast (SSBlock 1)

Beam sweeping Tx
(wide coverage)

Find best
beam with 

SS and 
broadcast

Receive
at best

beam in 
RACH

Adjust beams
for perfect
spatial sync

Synchronization signals & broadcast (SSBlock 3)

Synchronization signals & broadcast (SSBlock N)
. . .

RACH

RACH

Beam sweeping Rx
(wide coverage)

RA response

Data & control

UE-specific beamforming
(UE specific coverage)

Note: Measurements for a cell - UE can measure one or multiple beams & and may report N best beams being above threshold to derive the cell quality. 
Alternatively the UE may consolidate the beams to derive a single value as a cell quality.

Synchronization signals & broadcast (SSBlock 2)

RACH

SSB3

. . .

1

2

3



Let’s Discuss

For USA: 

+1 (828) 330-3080

Sales@5G-Courses.com

Endorsed and promoted by: 

For EMEA: 

+44 20 3287 0803

Sales@5G-Courses.com


